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1. Version 11.2.06100 (11.2.06100) 

1. Fixes 
  #V not resolved (SPR #65319) 

The #V substitution string was not resolved in the Trend viewer, preventing from using it 

in the legend or Data export wizard. 

HMI > Trend viewer 

Also in: 15.1.0, 15.0.3, 

12.0.23 

Fatal error with long associated label 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur when a WST client subscribed to 

alarms having a long associated label. 

Web Server Extensions 

> Web Services Toolkit 

 

 

2. Security 
  Vulnerabilities in the Web back end modules 

This is a follow-up to fixes available since 11.2.06097, 12.0.17 and 15.0.0. This fix covers 

other ways to exploit similar Remote Code Execution vulnerabilities uncovered after 

more tests of the initial fix. 

The following vulnerability is fixed. It affects the interface between the Web & Mobile 

back end and the web services hosted in Microsoft IIS: 

• CVE-2020-26867 - A Remote Code Execution vulnerability due to the unsafe 

deserialization of messages received on the interface - Affects all versions since 

8.10. 

See our Security alert page and Security Bulletin 2020-1 for more information. 

Web Server Extensions 

Also in: 15.1.2, 12.0.23 

 

http://www.pcvuesolutions.com/security
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2. Version 11.2.06099 (11.2.06099) 

1. Fixes 
  Fatal error with OPC Server interface (SPR #68813) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur when using the OPC Server 

interface, due to some resources not being released properly. 

Communication 

interfaces > OPC Server 

Also in: 15.1.1, 15.0.3, 

12.0.22 

IEC 104 - Interrogations sent twice on server switchover (SPR #68701) 

In a redundant architecture, Interrogation requests were sent twice on server switchover. 

Data Acquisition > IEC 

60870-5 Client 

Also in: 15.1.0 

OPC items with bad quality not ignored (SPR #69148) 

Since version 11.1, the setting defined in the OPC Server configuration that allows 

ignoring the value of an item with quality Bad was not working properly with bit and 

alarm variables. 

Data Acquisition > OPC 

Client 

Also in: 15.1.1, 15.0.3, 

12.0.23 

File & Folder filter for Project version not correctly saved (SPR #68848, 

66794) 

Under some circumstances, the file selection configured in the central project 

management was not correctly saved. The issue could occur in particular when selecting 

the All files in project directory checkbox at the project root level. 

General > Version 

management 

Also in: 15.0.0, 12.0.14 

 

2. Enhancements 
  Instruction EMAIL - Support for UNC path for attached files (SPR #68852) 

When using the EMAIL instruction, it is now possible to reference attachment files by 

using UNC path (e.g. \\hostname\folder\file.txt). 

Scripting > SCADA Basic 

Also in: 15.1.0, 15.0.3, 

12.0.22 

 

3. Other fixes & enhancements 
  SPR #66794, 68848 Also in: 12.0.22 
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3. Version 11.2.06098 (11.2.06098) 

1. Fixes 
  Fatal error on variable update (SPR #67987) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur upon update of a variable by an 

OPC client connected to the OPC Server if the configuration of the type was incorrect. 

Communication 

interfaces > OPC Server 

Also in: 15.1.0, 15.0.1 

Several fixes & enhancements related to the IEC 104 client driver (SPR 

#68721, 68552, 65778, 65317, 62179, 60533, 58890) 

The list of fixes & enhancements includes: 

• Stopping multiple networks is now executed concurrently, 

• A fatal error could occur during project exit, 

• In case of device redundancy, a fatal error could occur if the standby device was 

considered as active, 

• Sectors and Devices needed to be restarted to apply configuration 

modifications, they are now applied dynamically, 

• New variables had an unknown status until their first refresh, they are now NS 

COM, 

• Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur upon a device stop due to 

a memory leak, 

• An incorrect status was displayed in the Application Explorer when devices were 

not reachable or disconnected, 

• Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur during project exit after 

multiple switchover of redundant devices, 

• Pending commands were not correctly cleared upon redundant device 

switchover. 

Data Acquisition > IEC 

60870-5 Client 

Also in: 15.1.0 

Fatal error on device disconnection (SPR #68291) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur upon device disconnection. 

Data Acquisition > IEC 

61850 Client 

Also in: 15.1.0, 15.0.1 

 

2. Installation 
  Timestamping server for Authenticode signature 

Change of the timestamping server used for Authenticode signature of installation 

packages and binary files. 

The trust chain of the new timestamping server is attached to the following root 

certificate: 

• Friendly name: DigiCert 

• Serial number: 0ce7e0e517d846fe8fe560fc1bf03039 

• Common name: DigiCert Assured ID Root CA 

• Valid from : Friday, November 10, 2006 1:00:00 AM 

• Valid to : Monday, November 10, 2031 1:00:00 AM 

Installation 

Also in: 15.0.0, 12.0.20 
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Make sure this certificate is in the list of trusted certificates. 
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4. Version 11.2.06097 (11.2.06097) 

1. New features 
  Instruction SYSTEM - New mode LOADCOLORS (SPR #68119) 

A new mode LOADCOLORS is available for the instruction SYSTEM. It enables loading a 

color palette from a file, which can be used for day/night color management or mitigate 

a user's color-blindness. 

Syntax: System("LoadColors", FileName); 

Where FileName corresponds to the path of the file to load: 

• An absolute path, 

• A path relative to the TP directory, 

• A path to a shared library starting with /LibName/. 

Scripting > SCADA Basic 

Also in: 15.0.0 

 

2. Fixes 
  Long time for opening association configuration dialog box (SPR #67019) 

Under some circumstances, with a large networking configuration, the association 

dialog box could take several minutes to open. 

Configuration 

Environments > 

Application Explorer 

Also in: 15.0.0 

Several fixes & enhancements related to the IEC 104 client driver (SPR 

#68490, 68489, 68208, 65317) 

The list of fixes & enhancements includes: 

• Variables could be NS COM after a server switchover due to a fatal error of a 

server, 

• Variables could be NS COM after a redundant device switchover due to a 

communication loss while switching, 

• STOP DT was not sent after a server switched passive, or stopped, 

• A new general setting is available to set a delay before switching from passive 

to active (defaults to 200 ms). 

Data Acquisition > IEC 

60870-5 Client 

Also in: 15.1.0 

Impossible to restore communication despite time-out errors (SPR #67881) 

Under some circumstances, the communication with some TCP/IP devices could not be 

restored despite multiple time-out errors. The issue was due to the PLC not responding 

to requests while the underlying socket was still in an Ok state. 

From now on, after a period of 180 sec in time-out error, it is possible to force a close of 

the socket, which is then re-opened at the next retry. 

To activate this behavior, the following keys must be added in the file C\EqtConf.ini: 

[TCPIP] 
EnableCloseOnConsecutiveTimeOut = 1 
MaxConsecutiveTimeOutInSec = 180 

Data Acquisition > 

Other built-in drivers 

Also in: 15.0.0, 12.0.17 

Fatal error when resizing a Map control (SPR #64558) HMI > Map control 

Also in: 12.0.7 
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Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur when resizing a Map control at 

design time. 

Trends partially displayed (SPR #67819) 

Under some circumstances, trends were only partially displayed due to an incorrect 

behavior of the compression algorithm with invalid points. 

HMI > Trend viewer 

Also in: 15.1.0 

Instruction SVLOG - Last line missing in buffer (SPR #68234) 

When exporting data with the SCADA Basic instruction SVLOG, the last line was missing 

in the exported buffer. 

Scripting > SCADA Basic 

Also in: 15.0.0, 12.0.20 

Instruction TOC - Conversion of LONGLONG values (SPR #67885) 

The instruction TOC now supports conversion of LONGLONG values. 

Scripting > SCADA Basic 

 

 

3. Enhancements 
  Timestamp type configuration (SPR #63247) 

It is now possible to select the timestamp type of data published by the IEC 104 

Outstation. It can be either Local or UTC (default). 

Communication 

interfaces > IEC 60870-

5-104 Outstation 

Also in: 15.0.0 

 

4. Security 
  Vulnerabilities in the Web back end modules 

The following vulnerabilities are fixed. They affect the interface between the Web & 

Mobile back end and the web services hosted in Microsoft IIS: 

• CVE-2020-26867 - A Remote Code Execution vulnerability due to the unsafe 

deserialization of messages received on the interface - Affects all versions since 

8.10. 

• CVE-2020-26868 - A Denial Of Service vulnerability due to the ability for a non-

authorized user to modify information used to validate messages sent by 

legitimate web clients - Only affects version 12.0. 

• CVE-2020-26869 - An information exposure vulnerability allowing a non-

authorized user to access session data of legitimate users - Only affects version 

12.0. 

See our Security alert page and Security Bulletin 2020-1 for more information. 

Web Server Extensions 

Also in: 15.0.0, 12.0.17 

 

5. Other fixes & enhancements 
  SPR #68268 Also in: 15.0.0, 12.0.20 

 

http://www.pcvuesolutions.com/security
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5. Version 11.2.06095 (11.2.06095) 

1. Fixes 
  Fatal error upon HDS shutdown (SPR #66900) 

A fatal error could occur during shutdown when the HDS tried to record the exit invalid 

trend points. It only occurred when one of the trend had no previous record available in 

the database. 

Historical data 

Also in: 15.0.0, 12.0.20 

Unable to close mimic (SPR #68010) 

Since versions 11.2.06094, closing a mimic having the Cache property activated worked 

only once. Closing it a 2nd time (after a 2nd open) failed. 

HMI 

 

Opening a mimic containing the Grid Control (SPR #67930) 

When using the Grid Control with the Variable Tracking mode activated, the height of 

each row was unnecessarily stored in the mimic (or symbol) file. It was leading to an 

unusual long time to open the mimic, and could lead to a fatal error in some cases (due 

to timeout errors). 

HMI > Grid control 

Also in: 15.0.0, 12.0.17 

Trends not displayed correctly on large screens (SPR #68081) 

Curves were not rendered properly if the Trend Viewer was larger than 3200 pixels. 

HMI > Trend viewer 

Also in: 15.0.0, 12.0.19 

Trends not displayed upon request to the archives (SPR #66731) 

Under some circumstances, trends could disappear and no longer be displayed when 

requesting historical data. The issue occurred when a real time value (for one of the 

displayed variables) was received while processing the historical data. 

HMI > Trend viewer 

Also in: 15.0.0, 12.0.17 

Fatal error on fast connection/disconnection (SPR #67249) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur when a station disconnected 

quickly after its connection (within a few milliseconds). 

Networking 

Also in: 15.0.0 

Memory leak when changing a threshold on a passive server (SPR #68034) 

Under some circumstances, a memory leak could occur when executing the instruction 

VARIABLE mode THRESHOLD_SETVALUE on a passive server. 

Scripting > SCADA Basic 

Also in: 15.0.0, 12.0.17 

 

2. Installation 
  Documentation update (SPR #68081) 

The product documentation has been updated: 

• Online help in Chinese - Now at the level of version 11.2, 

• Online help in Russian - Now at the level of version 11.2. 

General > 

Documentation 
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6. Version 11.2.06094 (11.2.06094) 

1. Fixes 
  Upgrade Alarm synthesis default property value (SPR #67799, 66701) 

The default value of the property Take the applied population into account of Alarm 

Syntheses items is False since version 11.2 Release. 

This new default value was mistakenly not applied to Alarm syntheses created with the 

Application Architect. It is now applied. 

This change may introduce a behavior change in the way alarm syntheses are calculated 

in some projects. Please refer to the Known issues section for more information. 

Configuration 

Environments > 

Application Architect 

Also in: 15.0.0, 12.0.16 

Empty items in Validation rules properties of Parameters (SPR #67627) 

Some empty items were not properly displayed in the list of properties in the 

configuration of Validation rule for Parameters. 

Configuration 

Environments > 

Application Architect 

Also in: 15.0.0 

Fatal error upon copy of a variable or trend (SPR #66986) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur when copying a variable or a trend. 

Configuration 

Environments > 

Application Explorer 

Also in: 15.0.0, 12.0.16 

Fatal error at project startup (SPR #67652) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur at project startup due a conflict in 

accessing pending event logs (event logs waiting to be recorded). 

Historical data 

Also in: 15.0.0, 12.0.16 

Fatal error at startup with HDS records (SPR #67471) 

A fatal error occurred at project startup when the HDS invalid record file (*.hds) was not 

accessible, for instance due to a file lock by another process. Now an error messages is 

logged. 

Historical data 

Also in: 15.0.0 

Associated actions and context mimic not accessible (SPR #67797) 

Under some circumstances, associated actions and context mimic were not accessible 

from a log or alarm viewer. The issue only occurred when the mimic was opened via a 

SCADA Basic script executed at startup. 

HMI 

Also in: 15.0.0, 12.0.17 

Fatal error when closing a mimic (SPR #67571) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal could occur when closing a mimic. The issue occurred 

when trying to close a mimic while it is already being closed. For example, it could 

happen when mimic closure required the execution of a with VBA or SCADA Basic script 

taking some time to execute. 

HMI 

Also in: 15.0.0, 12.0.20 

Upgrade Potential memory leak in Networking with mixed PcVue versions 

(SPR #67867) 

Under some circumstances, while migrating a project, a memory leak occurred on a data 

acquisition server if it ran a version greater than or equal to 11.2.6086 and 

communicating with a client station running with version 12.0.15 or lower. The leak 

occurred at each restart of a client station, and its size was proportional to the number 

Networking 

Also in: 12.0.16 
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of variable subscriptions sent by the client station to the server station (250 bytes per 

subscription - typically a leak of 2.5 MB for 10 000 variables at each restart of a client 

station). 

 

2. Critical fixes 
  Several fixes in the IEC 61850 client driver (SPR #67463) 

Fixes are related to the handling of communication object stop/start and includes: 

• Fix of a fatal error that occurred when changing the configuration of several 

variables linked to IEC 61850 report or dataset. The issue could be reproduced 

when doing an Application Architect synchronization with IEC 61850 devices 

connected and communicating actively. 

• Variable updates could be frozen for 1 minute upon redundant data acquisition 

server switch from active to passive. 

• Failure to reconnect to URCB or BRCB upon redundant data acquisition server 

switch from active to passive. 

Data Acquisition > IEC 

61850 Client 

Also in: 15.0.0, 12.0.16 
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7. Version 11.2.06093 (11.2.06093) 

1. Fixes 
  Driver SAIA - Equipment not correctly initialized (SPR #67443) 

At startup, some devices were not correctly initialized and connection could not be 

established. Startup of devices is now serialized to enforce a proper initialization. 

Data Acquisition > 

Other built-in drivers 

Also in: 15.0.0, 12.0.15 

Fatal error with redundant servers (SPR #67440) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur due to trap handling in redundant 

server set-up. 

Data Acquisition > 

SNMP Manager 

Also in: 15.0.0, 12.0.15 

Error message displayed when opening a map (SPR #66956) 

Under some circumstances, an error message could be raised when displaying a map at 

project startup, due to execution synchronization issues. 

HMI > Map control 

Also in: 15.0.0, 12.0.15 

Fatal error sending an SMS (SPR #67406) 

A fatal error could occur when sending an SMS completed with a time-out. 

Miscellaneous 

Also in: 15.0.0 

Fatal error when broadcasting Schedules and Cron.dat (SPR #67412) 

A fatal error occurred when broadcasting schedule modifications while the access to the 

file CTEMP\Cron.dat was locked (opened by another application). 

Miscellaneous 

Also in: 15.0.0 

 

2. Critical fixes 
  Inconsistent values between clients and servers (SPR #67293) 

Under some circumstances, with a large amount of variables and high-end architectures 

(multi-level, long-distance WAN...), values on client stations could be wrong due to 

abnormal long delay in handling subscription after a disconnection (network issue, 

server switchover ...). Restarting the client was the only method to restore consistent 

values. 

As a consequence, third-party applications connected to these stations via server 

interfaces such as the OPC server might have been notified with incorrect values in the 

meantime. 

Networking 

Also in: 15.0.0 

 

3. Enhancements 
  Replication Manager - Purging previous steps before a new replication 

(SPR #65618) 

When an earlier replication failed to complete, remaining steps were still pending and 

stored in a dedicated table so that they can be processed later on. This feature had side 

Add-ons and Tools 

Also in: 15.0.0, 12.0.18, 

11.1.06120 
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effects in case one did not want the pending steps to be executed. It is now possible to 

purge this table of pending steps before executing a new replication, by using the 

Database Manager tool or by using the /P command line argument: 

• /P=1 to purge the table, 

• /P=0 to keep previous steps (default). 

 

4. Other fixes & enhancements 
  SPR #67466 Also in: 15.0.0 
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8. Version 11.2.06092 (11.2.06092) 

1. Fixes 
  DBImport - Fatal error when DBImport.log locked (SPR #67177) 

A fatal error of the DBImport tool occurred when closing it if the log file DBImport.log 

was used and locked by another process. 

Add-ons and Tools 

Also in: 15.0.0, 11.1.06124 

Support for OID and Value in Generic Trap (SPR #67126) 

Generic traps were not supporting OID and Value parameters properly. They now 

behaves as described in the online help. 

Communication 

interfaces > SNMP 

Agent 

Also in: 15.0.0, 12.0.16 

Fatal error with multiple OPC write command timeouts (SPR #66992) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur when sending too many OPC write 

commands completing in time-out. Now the server is considered as offline and the 

communication interrupted when 1000 or more time-out errors occur within 500 ms. 

Data Acquisition > OPC 

Client 

Also in: 15.0.0 

Invalid OPC variables after switchover (SPR #66837, 66655) 

Under some circumstances, variables mapped to OPC items could remain invalid after a 

data acquisition server switchover if errors occurred during the switchover. 

The issue affected: 

• Versions 11.2.06781 to 11.2.06793, 

• All releases of 12.0 up to 12.0.14. 

Data Acquisition > OPC 

Client 

Also in: 15.0.0, 12.0.14 

Incorrect user recorded in log lists with Watchdog alarm variables (SPR 

#62426) 

Variables set by a Watchdog alarm equipment (VARTREAT) were recorded in log lists as 

having been set by the logged user. As it is a background operation that is not initiated 

by any user, the corresponding field is now recorded empty. 

Historical data 

Also in: 15.0.0 

Fatal error with misconfigured server association (SPR #67100) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur with a single active server 

association comprising 3 or more servers with some missing node links between servers. 

For instance a 3-server association where the link between server 2 and server 3 is 

deactivated. 

Networking 

Also in: 15.0.0 

 

2. Critical fixes 
  Several fixes & enhancements to the IEC 104 client driver (SPR #67233, 

67208, 67190, 65778) 

The list of fixes & enhancements includes: 

Data Acquisition > IEC 

60870-5 Client 

Also in: 15.0.0 
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• SCADA Basic instruction M104, modes NETWORK_STOP and DEVICE_SET_IPADD 

were leading to a fatal error when used with an empty string for the 

communication object parameter, 

• After a server switchover, some devices were not correctly reconnected and a 

fatal error could occur, 

• Devices could remain disconnected or with an unstable connection state after 

connection was initiated (upon startup, switchover, communication failure and 

reconnection...). 

As part of these fixes, the device connection and handshaking sequence was heavily 

reworked for both active and standby devices. 

Several fixes & enhancements to the IEC 61850 driver (SPR #66682) 

The list of fixes & enhancements includes: 

• A fatal error occurred when starting a Report already used by another client, 

• Enhanced management of requests callbacks to avoid the communication to be 

frozen, 

• Starting and stopping network and devices are now asynchronous to avoid the 

process to freeze. 

Data Acquisition > IEC 

61850 Client 

Also in: 15.0.0 

 

3. Audit & diagnostic 
  Incorrect error message with -k command line argument (SPR #63669) 

Incorrect messages were displayed in the event viewer when the -k command line 

argument was misconfigured or when the remote license was not available. 

General 

Also in: 15.0.0 

 

4. Other fixes & enhancements 
  SPR #66884 
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9. Version 11.2.06091 (11.2.06091) 

1. Fixes 
  Unable to execute SET/SENDLIST 

Under some circumstances, write commands could not be correctly acknowledged when 

sent before a server switchover. The issue occurred in particular when using the SCADA 

Basic SET/SENDLIST instructions with protocols managing asynchronous writings such 

as OPC or BACnet. The result variable associated to the SENDLIST instruction remained 

locked after the switchover, preventing the execution other SET/SENDLIST calls with the 

same result variable. 

Data Acquisition 

Also in: 15.0.0 

Command not sent 

Under some circumstances, DNP3 commands requests were not send due to the 

absence of an ACK message associated to a previous CROB or AOB command request. 

Data Acquisition > 

DNP3 Client 

Also in: 15.0.0 

DNP3 redundancy - Communication frozen (SPR #67034) 

In an architecture with a single active server for DNP3 acquisition, devices remained 

disconnected on the passive server after a disconnection from the active server. 

As a consequence, the data acquisition appeared to be frozen and variables were no 

longer refreshed. 

Data Acquisition > 

DNP3 Client 

Also in: 15.0.0 

Value frozen 

Under some circumstances, DNP3 values could be frozen when variables were 

associated to a server list containing multiple servers and/or associations. 

Data Acquisition > 

DNP3 Client 

 

Message filling rate variable out of range (SPR #66733) 

On client stations, the variable linked to the filling rate of a proprietary archive was 

incorrectly initialized, leading to erroneous messages at startup. 

Historical data 

Also in: 15.0.0 

Fatal error when browsing through mimics (SPR #66838) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal occurred when browsing through mimics while a 

mimic was being closed. 

HMI 

Also in: 15.0.0 

Incorrect filtered list of alarms in Alarm viewer (SPR #67009) 

Under some circumstances, the alarms displayed in an Alarm viewer did not match the 

expected filter. It could occur if a filter was applied using VBA while quickly opening and 

closing mimics. 

HMI > Alarm viewer 

Also in: 15.0.0, 12.0.14 

Fatal error when loading the content file of a tree view (SPR #66779) 

A fatal error occurred when updating the content of a tree-view control by loading a 

content file defined by a variable link. The initial loading worked properly, the issue 

occurred when loading another file including items with animations. 

HMI > Form controls 

Also in: 15.0.0, 12.0.12 

Incorrect value for system variable Networking 

Also in: 15.0.0 
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The system variable System.AssocNumber.StationNumber.Switch.Passive_completed was 

not correctly initialized at project startup on passive servers. It was set to 0 instead of 1. 

OPC watchdog treatment not fully executed (SPR #66922) 

Under some circumstances, watchdog treatment on OPC variables was not working 

properly and only part of the variables were set to NS WD on watchdog failure. 

Real time data 

Also in: 15.0.0, 12.0.19 

Instruction SVLOG mode EXTRACT - Lines enclosed with double-quote 

(SPR #68234, 66631) 

Since version 11.2.06066, every lines returned by the instruction SVLOG mode EXTRACT 

were enclosed with double-quotes. This could cause compatibility issues with 3rd party 

software or scripts used to parse the exported files. 

Scripting > SCADA Basic 

Also in: 15.0.0, 12.0.20 

 

2. Enhancements 
  SG-SAIA & SG-TwinCAT - File location selection upon synchronization (SPR 

#67028) 

It is now possible to select a new file location when synchronizing an SG SAIA or SG 

TwinCAT import. 

Configuration 

Environments > Smart 

Generators 

Also in: 15.0.0 

 

3. Performance 
  Project startup time improved 

Improved time to refresh DNP3 variables on project startup. 

Data Acquisition > 

DNP3 Client 

 

 

4. Security 
  Access to the online help and potential security policy infringement (SPR 

#66776, 65910) 

Under some circumstances, access to the online help was possible before completion of 

project startup. 

It could occur in particular by pressing the F1 key from one of the message box opened 

to indicate that network access issues prevent access to the version management central 

folder. Access to the file system was therefore possible before user authentication, 

which could be against the security policy on some systems. 

General 

Also in: 15.0.0, 12.0.13 
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10. Version 11.2.06090 (11.2.06090) 

1. Fixes 
  Variable not correctly refreshed after Priority reset (SPR #66618) 

When resetting the Priority property with the SCADA Basic instruction BACNET, mode 

RESET_PRIORITY, the properties present-value and priority-array were not refreshed even 

if the option synchronization by read after writing was activated at the device level. 

Data Acquisition > 

BACnet Client 

Also in: 15.0.0 

Writing instruction sent multiple times 

Under some circumstances, a single writing instruction could be sent multiple times due 

to an incorrect buffer processing. 

Data Acquisition > 

BACnet Client 

Also in: 15.0.0 

Fatal error when reading ODBC trends points (SPR #66564) 

A fatal error occurred when accessing trend points recorded with extended attributes in 

an ODBC archive unit. 

Historical data 

Also in: 15.0.0 

Trend viewer runtime properties lost (SPR #66648) 

The runtime properties of Trend viewer was lost when a curve's label contained a 

comma. 

HMI > Trend viewer 

Also in: 15.0.0, 12.0.12 

 

2. Critical fixes 
  Polling stopped after 25 days (SPR #66766) 

The cyclic polling mechanisms used by the IEC 61850 data acquisition driver stopped 

working properly after a period of 25 days. It was necessary to restart the application to 

recover a correct behavior. 

The affected mechanisms were the following: 

• Polling of Datagroup (all versions affected), 

• Polling of DataSet (all versions affected), 

• Polling of watchdog (all versions affected), 

• Cyclic attempt to reconnect a disconnected device (all versions affected), 

• Cyclic re-synch GI for reports (affected since version 11.2), 

• Cyclic attempt to reconnect disconnected reports (affected since version 11.2). 

Data Acquisition > IEC 

61850 Client 

Also in: 15.0.0, 12.0.12 

Fatal error at startup with HDS archive unit (SPR #66718) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error occurred at startup when using HDS archive 

unit. This issue was a regression introduced in version 11.2.06089. 

Historical data 

Also in: 15.0.0 

 

3. Enhancements 
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New option to close both a popup and its calling mimic (SPR #66810, 

66694) 

A new option enabling to close both a popup mimic and its parent is now available. It 

can be activated in HMI Options.Mimics.Popup.Close container mimic on link close 

animation using "*". 

This option is useful if mimic navigation is designed to open a secondary popup mimic 

from a primary popup. In such a situation, if this new option is enabled, both popups 

will be closed at once. 

HMI 

Also in: 15.0.0 
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11. Version 11.2.06089 (11.2.06089) 

1. Fixes 
  SG-Unity - Fatal error when opening the synchronization UI (SPR #66610) 

A fatal error occurred when opening the synchronization UI of a SG Unity import. 

Configuration 

Environments > Smart 

Generators 

Also in: 15.0.0 

Fatal error when requesting HDS archives (SPR #66579) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur when a read request to the HDS 

was cancelled due to an Out of Memory error, in particular with queries returning a 

large amount of points or logs. 

Historical data 

Also in: 15.0.0 

 

2. Enhancements 
  BACnet exception handling (SPR #66582) 

Handling of Exception Schedule has been reworked to improve interop with devices that 

do not clear obsolete exception entries themselves. 

WebScheduler 

Also in: 15.0.0, 12.0.11, 

11.1.06123, 11.0.06101 

 

3. Audit & diagnostic 
  IOPCSyncIO traces incorrectly activated (SPR #66604) 

Some traces were always generated despites having not been activated, in particular 

those related to the OPC server IOPCSyncIO events. 

Communication 

interfaces > OPC Server 

Also in: 15.0.0 

 

4. Other fixes & enhancements 
  SPR #66177, 66223 Also in: 15.0.0 
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12. Version 11.2.06088 (11.2.06088) 

1. Fixes 
  Unable to mask an alarm (SPR #66235) 

In a single-active association of servers, it was not possible to mask an alarm from the 

passive server when the alarm was the result of an expression. 

Alarms 

Also in: 15.0.0, 11.1.06123 

Fatal error when displaying libraries of mimics or symbols thumbnails (SPR 

#66499, 66480) 

A fatal error of the Library Explorer, the Application Explorer or the Application Architect 

occurred when changing the displayed library of mimics and/or symbols if in thumbnails 

display mode. 

Configuration 

Environments 

Also in: 15.0.0, 12.0.11 

Write commands on LonWorks variables (SPR #66373) 

Sending a write command on a LonWorks variable that was in status Not connected 

caused a fatal error. 

Data Acquisition > LNS 

Also in: 15.0.0 

Fatal error on exit (SPR #66105) 

A fatal error occurred upon exit when using frames of type Info or Command not set to 

the maximum size. 

Data Acquisition > 

Other built-in drivers 

Also in: 15.0.0, 12.0.19 

Fatal error when using #V in expressions (SPR #66463) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal could occur when using an undefined or non-existing 

variable in an expression, in particular with the #V substitution character when the 

context variable was not defined. 

General 

Also in: 11.1.06123 

Instruction TREND modes SETVAR and SETVARLIST - Empty labels (SPR 

#66237) 

When using the TREND instruction with modes SETVAR and SETVARLIST, the Label 

argument was ignored when the Label was initially left empty in the Trend Viewer. 

Scripting > SCADA Basic 

Also in: 15.0.0 

 

2. Other fixes & enhancements 
  SPR #66370, 66465 Also in: 15.0.0 

SPR #66177, 66223, 69424 Also in: 15.0.0, 12.0.23 
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13. Version 11.2.06087 (11.2.06087) 

1. Fixes 
  Smart Generator for Wago - Incorrect mapping (SPR #66348, 65717) 

The last variable of a frame was incorrectly mapped if the last available index in the 

frame did not fit the size of the data point to map. 

The issue occurred in particular when the last data point to map was of type REAL. 

Configuration 

Environments > Smart 

Generators 

Also in: 15.0.0, 12.0.10 

Fatal error on exit (SPR #66398) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur during the exit phase of PcVue. 

The issue occurred during the exit in a scenario when a variable property dialog box had 

been open via the variable selector while configuring animations in the graphic editor. 

General 

Also in: 15.0.0 

#x substitution with free archive units 

The substitution #x (timestamp quality) did not work properly when used to record 

logged events on free archive units. 

Historical data 

Also in: 15.0.0, 12.0.11 

Font not properly initialized (SPR #66411) 

Under some circumstances, when using the ASCII format, text fonts were not properly 

initialized. Consequently, the text graphic item failed to load and display. 

HMI > Graphics 

Also in: 15.0.0, 12.0.11 

 

2. Critical fixes 
  Fix an issue with Windows updates causing a fatal error at startup 

This change fixes an issue introduced by a series of Windows Updates rolled out by 

Microsoft in August 2019 that caused a fatal error at startup of PcVue and FrontVue. 

At the time of writing, the list of suspected Windows Updates is the following: 

Windows update    Release date Applies to 

KB4512508 (OS Build 18362.295)  August 13th, 2019 Windows 10 

version 1903 

KB4511553 (OS Build 17763.678)  August 13th, 2019 Windows 10 

version 1809, and Windows Server 2019 

KB4512534 (OS Build 17763.720)  August 17th, 2019 Windows 10 

version 1809, and Windows Server 2019 

KB4512501 (OS Build 17134.950)  August 13th, 2019 Windows 10 

version 1803 

KB4512509 (OS Build 17134.984)  August 19th, 2019 Windows 10 

version 1803 

KB4512516 (OS Build 16299.1331)  August 13th, 2019 Windows 10 

version 1709 

KB4512494 (OS Build 16299.1365)  August 16th, 2019 Windows 10 

version 1709 

KB4512507 (OS Build 15063.1988)  August 13th, 2019 Windows 10 

General 

Also in: 12.0.10, 

11.1.06122, 11.0.06100, 

10.0SP2_Update 

https://support.microsoft.com/help/4512508
https://support.microsoft.com/help/4511553
https://support.microsoft.com/help/4512534
https://support.microsoft.com/help/4512501
https://support.microsoft.com/help/4512509
https://support.microsoft.com/help/4512516
https://support.microsoft.com/help/4512494
https://support.microsoft.com/help/4512507
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version 1703 

KB4512474 (OS Build 15063.2021)  August 17th, 2019 Windows 10 

version 1703 

KB4512517 (OS Build 14393.3144)  August 13th, 2019 Windows 10 

version 1607, and Windows Server 2016 

KB4512495 (OS Build 14393.3181)  August 17th, 2019 Windows 10 

version 1607, and Windows Server 2016 

KB4512497 (OS Build 10240.18305)  August 13th, 2019 Windows 10 

version 1507 (RTM) 

KB4517276 (OS Build 10240.18308)  August 17th, 2019 Windows 10 

version 1507 (RTM) 

KB4512488 (Monthly Rollup)   August 13th, 2019

 Windows 8.1, and Windows Server 2012 R2 

KB4512478 (Preview of Monthly Rollup) August 17th, 2019 Windows 8.1, 

and Windows Server 2012 R2 

KB4512518 (Monthly Rollup)   August 13th, 2019

 Windows Server 2012 

KB4512512 (Preview of Monthly Rollup) August 17th, 2019 Windows Server 

2012 

KB4512506 (Monthly Rollup)   August 13th, 2019

 Windows 7 SP1, and Windows Server 2008 R2 SP1 

KB4512514 (Preview of Monthly Rollup) August 17th, 2019 Windows 7 SP1, 

and Windows Server 2008 R2 SP1 

KB4512476 (Monthly Rollup)   August 13th, 2019

 Windows Server 2008 SP2 

KB4512499 (Preview of Monthly Rollup) August 17th, 2019 Windows Server 

2008 SP2 

The issue affected versions 10.0, 11.0, 11.1, 11.2 and 12.0. 

Earlier releases of these PcVue and FrontVue versions cannot be used if any of these 

Windows Updates is installed. 

 

https://support.microsoft.com/help/4512474
https://support.microsoft.com/help/4512517
https://support.microsoft.com/help/4512495
https://support.microsoft.com/help/4512497
https://support.microsoft.com/help/4517276
https://support.microsoft.com/help/4512488
https://support.microsoft.com/help/4512478
https://support.microsoft.com/help/4512518
https://support.microsoft.com/help/4512512
https://support.microsoft.com/help/4512506
https://support.microsoft.com/help/4512514
https://support.microsoft.com/help/4512476
https://support.microsoft.com/help/4512499
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14. Version 11.2.06086 (11.2.06086) 

1. Fixes 
  Overflow tolerance not properly saved (SPR #66281, 63920) 

The settings for Overflow tolerance available in the section Communication settings 

were not properly saved and therefore reset to their default values at the next restart. 

Data Acquisition 

 

Failed to import multiple events (SPR #66361, 66158) 

Importing multiple events on variable at once failed if the last part of their name was 

identical. 

The issue could be reproduced when generating multiple instances of a template 

comprising an event with the Application Architect. 

Development kits > XML 

Generic Import Toolkit 

Also in: 15.0.0, 12.0.10 

Associated labels not correctly recorded with HDS (SPR #65384) 

Associated labels stored in the EventTitle field of Logs and Trends table were incorrect 

for records corresponding to user commands. 

Historical data 

 

Could not load or generate log reports (SPR #66341, 62750) 

It was not possible to load or generate log reports from a station using a server license. 

This change also fixes an issue related to user rights for log reports (as defined in the 

Window tab of a user profile). 

Historical data 

Also in: 15.0.0, 12.0.10 

Upgrade Instruction ALARM - Population filter not taken into account (SPR 

#65557) 

When using the instruction ALARM modes ACKALL, ACKDOMNAT, ACKPRIO, ACKLAST 

or ACKOLDEST, the currently applied population filter is now taken into account. 

Population filter taken into account is the one corresponding to functions 8 and 9 

(alarms acknowledgement using the Run macro animation and using scripting). 

Scripting > SCADA Basic 

Also in: 15.0.0 

Instruction WINDOW mode IS_OPEN - Handling of the '*' (SPR #66337) 

Using the value '*' for the branch argument when calling the instruction WINDOW mode 

IS_OPEN no longer worked. 

This issue was a regression introduced in version 11.2.06048. 

Scripting > SCADA Basic 

Also in: 15.0.0, 12.0.10 

Issue with long string literals (SPR #66255) 

Using a string literal with a size longer than 80 characters generated a memory overrun 

that could lead to a PcVue fatal error. 

Scripting > SCADA Basic 

Also in: 15.0.0, 12.0.10 

 

2. Enhancements 
  Expressions - New functions for angle conversions (SPR #66296) General 

Also in: 15.0.0 
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New functions are now available for expressions: 

•  ToDegrees(angle): To convert an angle from radians to degrees, 

•  ToRadians(angle): To convert an angle from degrees to radians, 

•  Pi(): Returns a rounded value of the constant π. 

Similar conversion functions are now also available with the SCADA Basic instruction 

CONVERT. 

Instruction CONVERT - New modes for angle conversions 

2 new modes are now available for the instruction CONVERT: 

•  Mode RADTODEG: To convert an angle from radians to degrees, 

•  Mode DEGTORAD: To convert an angle from degrees to radians. 

Similar conversion functions are now also available in expressions. 

Scripting > SCADA Basic 

Also in: 15.0.0 

 

3. Other fixes & enhancements 
  SPR #65935, 66079 Also in: 15.0.0 
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15. Version 11.2.06085 (11.2.06085) 

1. Enhancements 
  Driver XBUS-IP-MASTER - Handling of connection termination (SPR 

#66310) 

In order to improve interop with some devices, it is now possible to select if a 

connection shall be terminated using the TCP RST_ACK or FIN_ACK flag. 

Data Acquisition > 

Other built-in drivers 

Also in: 15.0.0, 12.0.19 

Instruction SYSTEM mode CHANGEPASSWORD - Support for Active 

Directory user accounts (SPR #16223) 

It is now possible to change the password of an Active Directory user with the 

instruction SYSTEM mode CHANGEPASSWORD. 

General > User 

management 

Also in: 15.0.0 

Support for more user account syntaxes with Active Directory (SPR #66112, 

59301) 

It is now possible to log in by specifying the domain of the user with the following user 

name formats: 

• Down-Level Logon Name: DomainName\UserName 

• User Principal Name: UserName@Domain.local 

It enables logging in to a different Active Directory domain. 

General > User 

management 

Also in: 15.0.0 

 

2. Other fixes & enhancements 
  SPR #66309 Also in: 15.0.0, 11.1.06122, 

11.0.06098 
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16. Version 11.2.06084 (11.2.06084) 

1. Fixes 
  Memory leak with Trend Logs (SPR #66205) 

A significant memory leak occurred when retrieving Trend Logs. 

Data Acquisition > 

BACnet Client 

Also in: 15.0.0, 12.0.9 

Host name resolved even when communication not started (SPR #66228) 

Resolution of the hostname of an SNMP device was executed even when the device was 

not started. Hostname resolution is now executed only when data acquisition is started 

for the device. 

Data Acquisition > 

SNMP Manager 

Also in: 15.0.0, 12.0.19 

Change Period dialog not opening (SPR #66188) 

Some tools of the Trend viewer such as the Change Period dialog box were inactive if 

the parent mimic did not have the focus. It was occurring in particular cases when the 

mimic was opened in a Tab. 

HMI > Trend viewer 

Also in: 15.0.0 
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17. Version 11.2.06083 (11.2.06083) 

1. Fixes 
  Incorrect OPC values returned (SPR #66161) 

Under some circumstances, OPC items could not be read correctly by OPC clients, in 

particular when requesting a group containing invalid or unknown items. 

Communication 

interfaces > OPC Server 

Also in: 15.0.0, 12.0.8 

Objects generated with empty properties (SPR #66129) 

Some properties were not correctly validated when defined by an expression or a 

parameter having an empty result, in particular for string parameters such as Unit Name 

of Trend items. Generated configuration items could be incorrect. 

Configuration 

Environments > 

Application Architect 

 

Reconnection issues after a server switchover (SPR #66170, 65317) 

Under some circumstances, after a data acquisition server switchover, some devices 

were not correctly reconnected, in particular when the newly active server belonged to 

multiple associations. It was required to manually restart the communication to come 

back to a normal situation. 

Data Acquisition > IEC 

60870-5 Client 

 

Reconnection issues after a server switchover (SPR #66170) 

Under some circumstances, after a data acquisition server switchover, some devices 

were not correctly reconnected. The issue only occurred when the newly active server 

belonged to multiple associations. 

Data Acquisition > IEC 

61850 Client 

Also in: 15.0.0 

Cyclic action not correctly removed (SPR #66128) 

Under some circumstances, cyclic actions were not correctly deleted after being created 

with the SCADA Basic instruction CYCLIC, mode ADDPROGBYID. It was causing the 

following message to be displayed in the event viewer: 'Cyclic action not found in share 

configuration'. 

Miscellaneous 

Also in: 15.0.0 

 

2. Enhancements 
  New return codes for the DBImport (SPR #65829) 

Return codes have been added to the DBImport tool to facilitate usage in console 

mode. It now returns: 

• 0 if successful, 

• 1 if the import was successful but contained duplicated lines, 

• 2 if the import failed or was cancelled. 

Add-ons and Tools 

Also in: 15.0.0, 11.1.06121 

HDS archives items sorted alphabetically (SPR #63242) 

All the HDS archive items - trends, log lists, archive units, trend groups, tables and 

databases - are now sorted alphabetically in the Application Explorer. 

Configuration 

Environments > 

Application Explorer 

Also in: 15.0.0 
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18. Version 11.2.06082 (11.2.06082) 

1. Fixes 
  Data acquisition frozen after writing a Data Attribute (SPR #66114) 

Under some circumstances, the IEC 61850 driver could freeze after writing on an IEC 

61850 Data Attribute. 

Data Acquisition > IEC 

61850 Client 

Also in: 15.0.0 

Memory leak with function SetDataSet (SPR #64852) 

Updating a Text variable with the method SetDataSet caused a small memory leak. 

Development kits > SV 

Manager Toolkit 

Also in: 12.0.7 

VBA form issue with the map control (SPR #65854) 

Under some circumstances, when a VBA form was open on top of a map control, it 

could happen that mouse events were trapped by the map control, thus preventing 

correct user interaction in the VBA form. 

HMI > Map control 

Also in: 15.0.0, 12.0.8 

 

2. Enhancements 
  Could not change exception-schedule with ISMA devices 

Using the WebScheduler, changing exceptions on a BACnet schedule failed with devices 

from the manufacturer ISMA. 

The displayed exceptions did not match the actual value of the exception-schedule 

property in the WebScheduler. 

The issue related to the handling of the ReadProperty service when applied to properties 

of type Array in the particular case when the array is empty. 

Data Acquisition > 

BACnet Client 

Also in: 15.0.0 

 

3. Audit & diagnostic 
  LAN Audit counter - Incorrect  value 

The Audit counter indicating the number of pending messages in the mailbox for the 

LAN manager was incorrect. 

Audit 

Also in: 15.0.0 

 

4. Other fixes & enhancements 
  SPR #65931 Also in: 12.0.7 
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19. Version 11.2.06081 (11.2.06081) 

1. Fixes 
  Several fixes in connection handling 

The sequence of commands upon connection has been improved to limit network traffic 

and initialization burden (Clock synch, Global Interrogation, Counter Interrogation...). 

Data Acquisition > IEC 

60870-5 Client 

Also in: 15.0.0 

Fatal error of the HDS in case of overflow (SPR #65968) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error of the HDS could occur when it was both in an 

overflow situation due to Insert requests and heavily solicited with Select requests by 

PcVue. The fix consists in a better control over the switchover to another PcVue archive 

producer station, i.e. set the availability rate to 0 when the HDS does not respond to 

PcVue requests in a timely fashion. 

Historical data 

Also in: 12.0.7 

Dotted border around symbols (SPR #64263) 

A dotted border was incorrectly displayed around symbols. 

HMI > Map control 

Also in: 12.0.7 

Markers not displayed (SPR #65085) 

Markers were hidden after using the instruction MAPDISPLAY mode LOADMARKERS. 

They were refreshed after moving, zooming or clicking in the map. 

HMI > Map control 

Also in: 12.0.7 

Fatal error when importing variables (SPR #64677) 

Under some circumstances, when the auto-number internal identifiers (variable 

tagname) setting was not activated, a fatal error could occur when importing variables 

with the SCADA Basic instruction VARIABLE modes IMPORTFILE or IMPORTBUFFER. 

Scripting > SCADA Basic 

Also in: 15.0.0, 12.0.8 

 

2. Critical fixes 
  Partial log data export (SPR #65933, 65905) 

Exported log data was improperly limited to 150 lines per log page. 

Data Export 

Also in: 12.0.7 

Event lost or incorrectly archived in downgraded mode (SPR #65921) 

Under some circumstances, some events were not correctly archived (for some specific 

types of logged events). The issue occurred only with HDS archive units, when records 

had been temporarily stored in the .hds file (due to DB connection loss). 

Historical data 

Also in: 15.0.0 

 

3. Performance 
  Slow display of templates with Global parameters Configuration 

Environments > 
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The time to display templates and instances having global parameters has been greatly 

improved. On large number of instances, the time to display is reduced from 15 sec to 3 

sec. 

Application Architect 

Also in: 12.0.7 

 

4. Other fixes & enhancements 
  SPR #65700 Also in: 15.0.0, 11.1.06118 

SPR #65840, 65958 Also in: 12.0.7 
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20. Version 11.2.06080 (11.2.06080) 

1. Fixes 
  Fatal error on property value update (SPR #65801) 

A fatal error could occur when a property value was updated on a client station from the 

BACnet helper. 

Data Acquisition > 

BACnet Client 

Also in: 12.0.7 

Fatal error when watchdog property not defined 

Since version 11.2, a fatal error could occur when the watchdog property of BACnet 

device was not defined. 

Data Acquisition > 

BACnet Client 

Also in: 12.0.7 

Error message display on Clock synch (SPR #65772, 65754) 

An error message was repetitively displayed after a Clock synch of a remote device. 

Data Acquisition > IEC 

60870-5 Client 

Also in: 15.0.0 

Fatal error on exit 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur when closing the application with 

an active IEC 104 configuration. 

Data Acquisition > IEC 

60870-5 Client 

Also in: 15.0.0 

Could not write bitstring (SPR #65771) 

Under some circumstances, it was not possible to write data attributes of type bitstring, 

when its size was modified in the device. The same issue occurred with data attributes of 

type octetstring. 

Data Acquisition > IEC 

61850 Client 

Also in: 12.0.7 

Data acquisition redundancy (SPR #65719) 

The redundancy was not correctly handled. Despite becoming passive after a switchover, 

the formerly active server was still processing read and write commands. 

Data Acquisition > KNX 

Also in: 12.0.7 

Fatal error upon generation of an export (SPR #65841, 65036) 

A fatal error could occur when generating an export with a time-period greater than the 

authorized limit. It is no longer possible to set the time period value out of bounds. 

Data Export 

Also in: 12.0.7 

ODBC - Could not store deferred attributes (SPR #65190) 

Deferred attributes can now be archived in ODBC archive units. 

Historical data 

Also in: 12.0.7 

Empty Alarm Viewer (SPR #65739) 

Under some circumstances, the Alarm Viewer could be cleared and displayed empty 

even if alarms were still matching the filter. 

HMI > Alarm viewer 

 

HMI frozen upon mouse wheel with a Combo Box (SPR #64057) 

Under some circumstances, the HMI could freeze after a mouse wheel input on a 

Combo Box. The issue occurred when the Combo Box was configured with both Index 

and UserData variables. 

HMI > Form controls 
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2. Critical fixes 
  Log pages not generated (SPR #65713) 

Since version 11.2.06073, it was no longer possible to generate Log Pages. 

Data Export 

 

 

3. Enhancements 
  Improved fallback for interop with iSMA devices 

Changing BACnet Schedules could fail with iSMA devices. The fallback mechanism for 

writing variable-size arrays have been improved. 

Data Acquisition > 

BACnet Client 

Also in: 15.0.0 

Support for 3V16, 4V16, 3F16 and 4F16 data formats (SPR #65791) 

The KNX add-on now supports the 3V16, 4V16, 3F16 and 4F16 data formats. 

Data Acquisition > KNX 

Also in: 12.0.7 

 

4. Performance 
  Resources usage (SPR #65770) 

Improvements to CPU and resources usage for the IEC 61850 driver, leading to more 

responsive data exchanges. CPU consumption has been reduced by 40%. 

Data Acquisition > IEC 

61850 Client 

Also in: 12.0.7 

 

5. Security 
  OpenSSL library updated 

The OpenSSL library has been updated to version 1.0.2q (20 Nov 2018). 

Security 

 

 

6. Other fixes & enhancements 
  SPR #65777 

 

SPR #65617, 65701, 65720, 65725 Also in: 12.0.7 
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21. Version 11.2.06079 (11.2.06079) 

1. Fixes 
  Could not create Alarm synthesis (SPR #65667, 65666) 

It was not possible to create Alarm Synthesis from a station that did not belong to the 

alarm synthesis server list. 

Alarms 

Also in: 12.0.7 

Fatal error with instruction VARIABLE mode IMPORTBUFFER 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur when using the instruction 

VARIABLE mode IMPORTBUFFER. 

Scripting > SCADA Basic 

Also in: 12.0.7 

 

2. Enhancements 
  Time Sync request handling (SPR #65668) 

It is now possible to acknowledge positively a Time Sync request even if the service is 

not supported. This change improves interoperability with IEC 104 clients that do not 

handle negative ack properly. In all cases, the computer clock is not changed. 

Communication 

interfaces > IEC 60870-

5-104 Outstation 

Also in: 12.0.7 

 

3. Other fixes & enhancements 
  SPR #65496, 65513 Also in: 12.0.7 
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22. Version 11.2.06078 (11.2.06078) 

1. Fixes 
  BACnet helpers frozen 

Under some circumstances, BACnet helpers and the Application Explorer could freeze 

after having selected a BACnet variable which object-type is defined by its numeric Id. 

Configuration 

Environments > 

Application Explorer 

Also in: 15.0.0, 12.0.9 

Fatal error when retrieving Trend Log with on-demand reads (SPR #65515) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur when retrieving Trend Log or 

Notifications with the on-demand read mechanism, in particular with configuration 

having many Trend Log objects  configured (>1000). 

Data Acquisition > 

BACnet Client 

Also in: 12.0.7 

Unable to remove animation Visibility on Variable presence and Visibility 

on Text (SPR #65505) 

It was not possible to remove animations of type Visibility on Variable Presence and 

Visibility on Text from graphic objects. 

HMI > Animations 

Also in: 12.0.7 

 

2. Other fixes & enhancements 
  SPR #64367, 65157 

 

SPR #65491 Also in: 12.0.7 
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23. Version 11.2.06076 (11.2.06076) 

1. Fixes 
  Audit counter not correctly updated (SPR #64877) 

After several days, the audit counter Target manager good response UI counter not 

released was not correctly updated. It was leading to the unnecessary activation of flow 

control, in particular for OPC. 

Audit 

Also in: 12.0.7, 11.1.06116 

Fatal error on new client connection to the OPC Server 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error was occurring when several OPC clients were 

trying to connect to the OPC Server at the same time. 

Communication 

interfaces > OPC Server 

Also in: 12.0.7 

Fatal error upon alarm deletion (SPR #64152) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur when deleting an alarm configured 

with associated actions. The issue occurred particularly when synchronizing a 

configuration with the Application Architect. 

Configuration 

Environments 

Also in: 12.0.7 

Fatal error on SNMP variable generation (SPR #65293) 

A fatal error occurred when generating SNMP variables after the end of the trial period. 

Configuration 

Environments > 

Application Architect 

Also in: 12.0.7 

Fatal error when stopping BACnet communication (SPR #65438) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur at shutdown if the project took 

advantage of BACnet Alarms. 

Data Acquisition > 

BACnet Client 

Also in: 12.0.7 

Variable properties overridden after EDE mapping (SPR #65426) 

When variable mapping was done at the network level with an EDE file, some previously 

defined variable's properties such as Description were overridden. This issue did not 

occur when the mapping was done directly at the variable level. 

Data Acquisition > 

BACnet Client 

Also in: 15.0.0 

Driver XBUS-IP-SLAVE - Fatal error when stopping communication (SPR 

#65320) 

A fatal error occurred when stopping communication using the Xbus IP-Slave driver. 

Data Acquisition > 

Other built-in drivers 

Also in: 12.0.7 

Deadband ignored if value out of range (SPR #65308) 

Deadband configured on a register variable was not taken into account when the 

variable was out of range (NS L> or NS L<). It was leading to unnecessary archive 

records. 

Historical data 

Also in: 12.0.7, 11.1.06117 

Truncated value in semi-log mode (SPR #65347) 

Values displayed at the cursor in semi-log mode could be truncated. 

HMI > Trend viewer 

Also in: 12.0.7 

Incorrect error message in three-level architectures (SPR #65191) Networking 

Also in: 12.0.7 
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In a three-level architecture, some incorrect messages were displayed at the gateway 

level regarding the archiving. Despite the error messages, logs were correctly routed. 

Instructions LOGDISPLAY & ALARMDISPLAY modes GETLINES & 

GETSELECTEDLINES - Did not work (SPR #65392) 

The modes GETLINES and GETSELECTEDLINES of instructions LOGDISPLAY and 

ALARMDISPLAY did not work properly. The parameter LineStart was ignored and always 

considered equal to 1. As a consequence, the first line was always returned. 

Scripting > SCADA Basic 

Also in: 12.0.7 

 

2. Critical fixes 
  Email and SMS sent multiple times (SPR #65316, 65072, 65002) 

Under some circumstances, Email and SMS were sent multiple times. 

Miscellaneous 

Also in: 12.0.7 

 

3. Other fixes & enhancements 
  SPR #65463 Also in: 12.0.7 
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24.Version 11.2.06075 (11.2.06075) 

1. Fixes 
  Fatal error upon acknowledgment notification (SPR #65187) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error occurred due to a notification of type 

acknowledgment event (ACK-NOTIFICATION). 

Data Acquisition > 

BACnet Client 

Also in: 12.0.7 

 

2. Critical fixes 
  Improper redundancy switchovers (SPR #65321) 

When a server station belonged to more than one associations, a switchover of one 

association to which it belonged could cause the other associations to also switchover. 

This could have severe side effects, in particular if associations were used for data 

acquisition, in particular: 

• IEC 61850: Communication with devices could be halted, 

• BACnet: Communication for Notification class, Schedule, Calendar and Log 

objects could be halted, 

• SNMP: Values already processed by an active server could be replayed on a 

passive server. 

Data Acquisition 

Also in: 12.0.7 

 

3. Other fixes & enhancements 
  SPR #65180 
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25. Version 11.2.06074 (11.2.06074) 

1. Fixes 
  Fatal error when retrieving Trend Log 

Since version 11.2.06071, under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur when 

retrieving a Trend Log from a client station. 

Data Acquisition > 

BACnet Client 

 

Alarms not displayed 

Under some circumstances, new alarms were not displayed in the Alarm viewer after an 

alarm was removed from the list. In particular, the issue occurred when the list of 

potential alarms to display was greater than the buffer size. 

HMI > Alarm viewer 

Also in: 12.0.7 

 

2. Critical fixes 
  Unknown user in User.dat file (SPR #65312, 65235) 

When the Advanced security strategy was activated, an attempt to login in with an 

invalid user account was causing the creation of a dummy user in the built-in user 

directory. 

General > User 

management 

Also in: 12.0.7 

 

3. Enhancements 
  Max length for description (SPR #65149) 

The maximum length of trend description is now 255 characters (was 60). 

HMI > Trend viewer 

Also in: 12.0.7 

 

4. Other fixes & enhancements 
  SPR #65313 Also in: 12.0.7 
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26. Version 11.2.06073 (11.2.06073) 

1. Fixes 
  Several fixes & enhancements related to alarm synthesis (SPR #65035, 

65022, 65021, 65020, 64887) 

The list of fixes & enhancements includes: 

• Improved handling of the @ character, 

• Prevent creation of 2 alarm synthesis with the same result variable and different 

branches, 

• Enhanced input validation to prevent forbidden characters in the variable name. 

Alarms 

Also in: 12.0.7 

Fatal error on frame modification (SPR #64748, 60724) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur when modifying a frame. 

Configuration 

Environments 

Also in: 12.0.7 

Mimic modifications lost upon synchronization (SPR #65016) 

When synchronizing a project, modifications in mimics were lost. Mimics were re-

created instead of being updated. 

Configuration 

Environments > 

Application Architect 

Also in: 12.0.7 

Properties not displayed 

Some properties of variable items were not displayed when the source was substituted 

(ScaledValue, DeviceMinimumValue, DeviceMaximumValue, DeadbandValue, 

DeadbandType). 

Configuration 

Environments > 

Application Architect 

Also in: 12.0.7 

Fatal error after multiple connections & disconnections (SPR #65176) 

A fatal error due to a deadlock could occur after multiple connections & disconnections. 

Data Acquisition > 

BACnet Client 

Also in: 12.0.7 

Values remained NS after end of simulation (SPR #63949) 

When variables were set to simulated mode and back again to real-time, they remained 

with quality NS until the next data change. This issue only occurred with OPC variables 

in particular scenarios when the simulated mode was changed while the OPC server was 

disconnected. 

Data Acquisition > OPC 

Client 

Also in: 12.0.7 

Columns not properly removed (SPR #64986, 64826) 

Removing columns from a Log page was not working properly. After having applied the 

removal, the columns were still present and moved at the end of the list. 

Data Export 

Also in: 12.0.7 

Automatic logoff warning message displayed too briefly (SPR #65210, 

65129) 

The warning message before automatic logoff was not properly handled. The 

configured duration was ignored and the warning was displayed only one second 

before disappearing. 

General > User 

management 

Also in: 12.0.7 

Fatal error when reading recent proprietary archives (SPR #65103, 64663) Historical data 

Also in: 12.0.7 
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Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur when requesting log or trend data 

recorded recently in a proprietary archive unit. 

GDI object leak (SPR #65069) 

Fix of a GDI object leak. Up to 4 GDI objects were leaked when closing a mimic. 

HMI 

Also in: 12.0.7 

 

2. Critical fixes 
  Alarm synthesis memory consumption (SPR #65163) 

Since version 11.2.06066, alarm synthesis were over-consuming memory. 

For instance, the increase was around 1.8Gb with 130 000 alarms and 1 000 alarm 

synthesis (compared to unaffected earlier versions). 

In addition, a memory leak occurred on the station producing an alarm synthesis upon a 

change of an extended attribute or priority. 

Real time data 

 

 

3. Enhancements 
  Number of GDI & USER objects, Desktop heap 

It is now possible to use the SV Core Management Console to change the size of the 

desktop heap and to set the maximum number of GDI and User objects that can be 

created per-process. Changing these Windows system-level settings is sometimes 

necessary to handle more mimics when a PcVue web back end runs as a Windows 

service. 

Changing these settings is sensitive; in particular, setting the desktop heap to a value 

too high can put the system in a no-boot situation due to the Windows kernel not being 

able to allocate memory properly to even get Session 0 set up. 

General 

Also in: 12.0.7 

Low resource warning system for GDI and USER objects 

Rework on the low resource warning system for both GDI and USER objects: 

• Changed the GDI and USER object monitoring configuration to use a 

percentage of the resource limit rather than an absolute value, 

• Changed the message displayed in the warning dialog box when the 

application exceeds the maximum resources allocated to it, 

• Added monitoring of USER objects by default for new projects. 

HMI 

Also in: 12.0.7 

Accuracy of timer for cyclic functions 

Improved accuracy of the timer used for cyclic functions. 

Miscellaneous 

Also in: 12.0.7 

 

4. Security 
  OpenSSL library updated 

The OpenSSL library has been updated to version 1.0.p (14-Aug-2018). 

Security 
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5. Other fixes & enhancements 
  SPR #65074, 65090 Also in: 12.0.7 
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27. Version 11.2.06072 (11.2.06072) 

1. Fixes 
  Fatal error upon alarm acknowledgement (SPR #64600) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur when processing alarm 

acknowledgement in Notification-Class objects. 

Data Acquisition > 

BACnet Client 

Also in: 12.0.7 

Time-out message with Trend Logs (SPR #64891) 

A time-out message was displayed at startup for all trended variables linked to a BACnet 

Trend Log. 

Data Acquisition > 

BACnet Client 

Also in: 12.0.7 

Trend Log not correctly retrieved after a switchover (SPR #64824) 

Under some circumstances, Trend Logs could be retrieved several times after a 

switchover in case of data acquisition redundancy. 

Data Acquisition > 

BACnet Client 

Also in: 12.0.7 

Support for special characters in OPC ItemId (SPR #64811, 64594) 

The configuration of OPC Items containing some special characters was incorrectly 

saved. The characters ", ', &, < and > are now escaped to be correctly saved and 

interpreted. 

Data Acquisition > OPC 

UA Gateway Client 

Also in: 12.0.7 

Additional characters in Log exports 

Since version 11.2.06067, some characters were wrongly inserted in log exports. 

Data Export 

 

Modal warning message in service mode (SPR #64976) 

When running the Supervisor as a Windows service, some messages typically displayed 

in interactive user sessions were not disabled, leading to a fatal error. These messages 

were warnings related to: 

• The number of GDI objects 

• The number of User objects 

• The percentage of used memory 

• The number of opened mimics 

General 

Also in: 12.0.7 

Unable to send SMS to a phone number starting with a '+' 

Since version 11.2.06060, phone number starting with a '+' were no longer accepted. 

General 

 

Fatal error with mouse wheel (SPR #64914) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur when scrolling quickly using the 

mouse wheel in a Log Viewer. 

HMI > Log viewer 

Also in: 12.0.7, 11.1.06118 

Scientific notation in scales (SPR #64696) 

Scales were not using the scientific notation with large values. 

HMI > Trend viewer 

Also in: 12.0.7 

Fatal error on network message processing (SPR #65030) Networking 

Also in: 12.0.7, 11.1.06116 
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Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur when a network message 

containing data changes larger than 32 Kb was being processed. 

Alarm synthesis not updated (SPR #64619, 64483) 

Under some circumstances, alarm syntheses were not updated due to multiple use of 

the result variable. It was possible to configure several alarm syntheses having the same 

result variable. In such a situation, only the last created or loaded was executed. The 

error handling is also improved to better warn user when creating an Alarm Synthesis 

from the Application Explorer, Application Architect or Generic Import. 

Real time data 

Also in: 12.0.7 
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28. Version 11.2.06071 (11.2.06071) 

1. New features 
  Management of Generic Traps (SPR #64853) 

The SNMP Agent Add-on now supports generic traps. 

Communication 

interfaces > SNMP 

Agent 

Also in: 12.0.7 

 

2. Fixes 
  Alarm masked by expression instead of masked by variable (SPR #64822) 

When an alarm was masked by a variable, it was incorrectly indicated as masked by an 

expression. 

Alarms 

Also in: 12.0.7 

Unmasked alarms remained NS (SPR #64268) 

Under some circumstances, alarms were not unmasked when their previous status was 

masked by dependence. The issue occurred when the masking dependence had a 

transition from invalid to valid. 

Alarms 

Also in: 12.0.7 

Fatal error upon OPC group disposal (SPR #64256) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur when an OPC Group was incorrectly 

disposed of by an OPC Client. 

Communication 

interfaces > OPC Server 

Also in: 12.0.7, 11.1.06115 

Truncated value sent for writing (SPR #63995) 

Under some circumstances, the value sent when writing a floating point number was 

truncated (e.g.: 10.3 was sent as 10) 

Data Acquisition > 

BACnet Client 

Also in: 12.0.7 

Fatal error when generating an export with a log page (SPR #64848) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur when generating an export with a 

log page. 

Data Export 

Also in: 12.0.7, 11.1.06116, 

11.0.06097 

Priority wrongly given to Active Directory users (SPR #64637) 

Since version 11.2.06063, when a built-in user had the same login name as a user from 

the Active Directory, the priority was given to the Active Directory user instead of the 

built-in user. 

General > User 

management 

Also in: 12.0.7 

Station-dependent profile no longer working with Active Directory users 

(SPR #64377) 

When an Active Directory user is applied different profiles according to the PcVue 

station it connects to, the correct profile is now applied. Until this fix, the first profile was 

always enforced. 

General > User 

management 

Also in: 12.0.7 

Free Archive Unit created on consumer stations (SPR #64411) Historical data 

Also in: 12.0.7 
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When exiting a project, Free Archive Unit files were generated on consumer stations 

instead of only on producer stations. 

Incorrect trend displayed after modification (SPR #64766) 

When changing the displayed trend at runtime, it could happen that the curve and the 

cursor values were not updated. The issue occurred when the newly selected trend was 

not associated to an archive unit. 

HMI > Trend viewer 

Also in: 12.0.7, 11.1.06115 

Minimal value displayed 

From now on, the minimal value the Trend Viewer can display is 10e-30 (was 10e-15). 

Values lower than this limit are rounded to 0. 

HMI > Trend viewer 

Also in: 12.0.7, 11.1.06115 

Instruction ALARMDISPLAY modes MINPRIO & MAXPRIO - Did not work 

with WebVue (SPR #64299) 

In a WebVue context, modes MINPRIO and MAXPRIO of instruction ALARMDISPLAY did 

not work properly when executed one after the other in the same function. 

Scripting > SCADA Basic 

 

 

3. Critical fixes 
  Fatal error on HDS switchover (SPR #64016) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error could occur after a switchover of HDS servers. 

The issue could be reproduced with a single-active HDS server association with a large 

amount of data to record at the time of the switchover. 

Historical data 

Also in: 12.0.7 

Histo.sav file incorrectly loaded (SPR #64074) 

When the histo.sav was read at startup, trend values with quality 192 were incorrectly 

interpreted as if their value was 52428 leading to incorrect records in the archives. This 

issue only affected proprietary archives units. 

Historical data 

Also in: 12.0.7 

 

4. Enhancements 
  SnapshotPeriod range modified 

The range for the SnapshotPeriod setting is now limited to [50 ms, 10 min]. 

Communication 

interfaces > SNMP 

Agent 

Also in: 12.0.7 

Clear Restart IIN and Refresh Attributes (SPR #64640) 

It is now possible to configure if a request to clear IIN1.7 (Restart IIN) and Refresh 

Attributes need to be sent when a connection to a device is established. 

Data Acquisition > 

DNP3 Client 

Also in: 12.0.7 

 

5. Other fixes & enhancements 
  SPR #64794 
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29. Known Issues 
  [Fixed] Regression causing a memory leak related to alarm counters 

updates 

A memory leak was introduced in version 11.2.06066. It affects version 11.2.06066 and 

11.2.06067 and occurs independently from the features in use and the amount of data 

in the project. 

[Edit: Fixed in 11.2.06068] 

Alarms 

11.2.06066 

Upgrade Potential behavior change for alarm syntheses (SPR #67799, 66701, 

60594) 

Starting with version 11.2 Release, by default, new alarm synthesis items created with 

the Application Explorer or the XML Generic Import do not take the population filter 

into account. 

This change was not introduced for alarm syntheses created with the Application 

Architect, leading to the following potential issues if your project includes populations 

and alarm syntheses created based on templates and instances with the Application 

Architect: 

• If you have migrated or are migrating a project from version 11.1 or earlier to 

version 11.2 or later, you should check with the Application Explorer that alarm 

syntheses are configured to fit your requirements (take into account or ignore 

population). If configuration does not fit, reverse the value of the 'Take 

population filter into account' using the Application Architect and proceed with 

a full synchronization. 

• Do the same verification and configuration changes if your project was once 

migrated to 11.2 (earlier than 11.2.06094), and is now being migrated to 

11.2.06094 or later. 

• Do the same verification and configuration changes if your project was once 

migrated to 12 (earlier than 12.0.16), and is now being migrated to 12.0.16 or 

later. 

• In all cases, pay particular attention to alarm syntheses created with version 11.2 

and 12, as it is likely that the population filter property is not applied as it used 

to be with earlier versions. 

You are not impacted by this issue if you do not use population filtering in your project, 

or if alarm syntheses are not created based on application modeling with the 

Application Architect. 

Configuration 

Environments > 

Application Architect 

11.2.06094 

Also in: 15.0.0, 12.0.16 

[Fixed] BACnet Trend Logs 

The retrieval of Trend Logs is not complete when the BACnet driver needs to execute 

multiple ReadRange requests. 

[Edit: Fixed in 11.2.06010] 

At startup and upon reconnection, a first value is stored in the archives based on the 

values available via the Data Sharing services (real time values) while only records for 

Trend Log objects should be used. This issue will be fixed in a later update. 

[Edit: Fixed in 11.2.06020] 

Data Acquisition > 

BACnet Client 

Also in: 11.2 Update 
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[Fixed] Reading BACnet property value (SPR #62197) 

Reading a property value from the Mapping Editor does not always work the first time. 

Under some circumstances, after the first read, the value will not show up in the 

property grid. You will need to close the Mapping Editor and then re-open it for the 

property grid to be updated correctly. 

[Edit: Fixed in 11.2.06010] 

Data Acquisition > 

BACnet Client 

11.2.05000 

Reports not processed in case of large datasets 

Reports are not handled properly when associated to a dataset with more than 150 

members. 

The issue is fixed in Maintenance Release 12.0.8 and there is no plan to fix it in version 

11.2 update. 

Data Acquisition > IEC 

61850 Client 

11.2.06082 

Supported operating systems for the KNX Add-on 

The KNX add-on is only supported on the following operating systems, with the 

exclusion of any virtual environment: 

• Windows 7 SP1 (x64), 

• Windows Server 2008 R2 SP1 (x64). 

Data Acquisition > KNX 

11.2.05001 

Also in: 15.0.0, 12.0.7 

Supported operating systems for the LNS data acquisition driver 

The LNS data acquisition driver is only supported on the following operating systems: 

• Windows 7 SP1 (x64), 

• Windows 8.1 (x64), 

• Windows Server 2008 R2 SP1 (x64), 

• Windows Server 2012 (x64). 

Data Acquisition > LNS 

11.2.05001 

Also in: 15.0.0, 12.0.7 

[Fixed] XBUS-IP-MASTER - Fatal error upon connection close 

A fatal error can occur when a device is configured with the property Close connection 

on passive station activated. 

Such configuration is used when the data acquisition architecture includes serial to IP 

converters with a limited max number of simultaneous TCP connections. 

[Edit: Fixed in 11.2.06054] 

Data Acquisition > 

Other built-in drivers 

11.2.06048 

[Fixed] Csv Data Export failure (SPR #61901) 

When using the ad'hoc export or data export via SCADA Basic, a first attempt to 

generate a Csv file having the mode Cancel enabled will fail if the folder associated to 

the Data Export does not exist (where the folder should be created and the Csv file 

generated successfully). 

If the folder exists, the generation will be canceled as directed by the Mode 

configuration. 

[Edit: Fixed in 11.2.06010] 

Data Export 

11.2.05001 

[Fixed] Statistical data when using "Log only alarm on/off changes in log 

lists" (SPR #63324) 

Log pages statistics are not properly handled when the project setting Archives.Log only 

alarm on/off changes in log lists is activated. In particular, the behavior is not fully 

consistent depending on the type of archive unit (HDS or Proprietary). 

[Fixed in 11.1.06103, 11.2.06066 and 12.0.7] 

Data Export 

11.2.05001 
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Operating system zoom level 

There is a series of issues when the operating system zoom level is different from 100%. 

In particular, you will encounter buttons overlapping and other rendering issues in 

various areas including the HMI, viewers and the Application Explorer's dialog boxes. 

The higher the zoom level is, the more severe the rendering issues are. As a workaround, 

keeping the zoom level at 100% and reducing the screen resolution instead of setting a 

higher zoom level will minimize the rendering issues you may encounter. 

General 

11.2.05000 

[Fixed] Browsing rights documentation (SPR #15975) 

The online help has not been updated to reflect the evolution related to the fact that 

the browsing rights defined at the profile level now affects the ability for a user to 

browse the variable address space when using the Web Services Toolkit. The online help 

topic only mentions the OPC clients connected to the PcVue OPC Server. 

[Edit: Fixed in 11.2.06048] 

General > 

Documentation 

11.2.05000 

[Fixed] Regression when using AD integration 

A regression has been identified that affect version 11.2.06058 and later updates. 

When using Active Directory integration for user authentication, PcVue failed to 

authenticate users if the domain name includes an extension (such as mydomain.com). 

A fix has been prepared and will be available in a next update. 

A workaround to this issue consists in leaving the domain name empty in the project 

settings. 

This workaround cannot be applied if users who authenticate do not belong to the same 

domain as the computer from which they authenticate (the computer running PcVue 

client stations). In such a case, the project setting cannot be left empty and the coming 

fix will need to be applied. 

 

[Edit: Fixed in 11.2.06064] 

General > User 

management 

11.2.06063 

[Fixed] Fatal error at startup with HDS archive unit (SPR #66718) 

Under some circumstances, a fatal error occurs at startup when using HDS archive unit. 

Using this version is not recommended. 

[Fixed in 11.2.06090]  

Historical data 

11.2.06089 

[Fixed] Upgrade of HDS table schema 

With version 11.2, length of associated labels and event titles can be up to 255 

characters long (was 40). 

This change affects the schema of HDS trend tables (column AssocLabel), and HDS log 

tables (columns AssocLabel and EvtTitle). 

The change in table schema is done automatically at startup if the size of the database is 

less than 10 Gb. 

If the size is higher, the traces ask you to run the migration script. 

The issue is that the migration script, as supplied with the installation package, was not 

updated to reflect this change in column size. In addition, this script may no longer be 

required in a future update. 

If you have an urgent need for migrating your project from an earlier version, to 

successfully start the HDS shipped with version 11.2, you will need to: 

• Alter the AssocLabel column of Log an Trend tables to type it nvarchar(255) 

(was nvarchar(40)), 

• Alter the EvtTitle column of Log tables to type it nvarchar(255) (was 

nvarchar(40)), 

Historical data 

11.2.05001 
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• Change the value of DBVersion and set it to 3 (was 2 for versions earlier than 

11.2). 

[Edit: Fixed in 11.2.06010] 

[Edit: Fixed in 11.2.06030] - The scripts in earlier updates were still incorrect. 

Png image support 

As implemented in this version, .Png transparency is not supported when printing 

mimics including such images. 

HMI 

11.2.05000 

Log viewer contextual windows and LINESELECT 

Restriction: If contextual windows are used on the log viewer macro-animation, then the 

LINESELECT mode cannot be used. 

HMI > Log viewer 

11.2.05000 

[Fixed] Uninstallation issue on Windows 10 (SPR #62343) 

There is a known issue when you uninstall PcVue from Start>Settings>System>Apps & 

Features. If only one version of PcVue is installed, the uninstallation will fail and rollback. 

To successfully uninstall PcVue under Windows 10, you should use the Programs & 

Features tools accessible from the classic Control Panel: Press Windows key + X, select 

Control Panel and then Programs & Features. 

[Edit: Fixed by Microsoft in Windows 10 Anniversary Update (version 1607)] 

Installation 

11.2.05000 

Issue when using multiple NICs 

An issue has been detected during the qualification phase in a situation where the 

network is lost due to a disconnection on PcVue station’s PC Ethernet card. If a PC has 

more than one Network Interface Card (NIC), such a disconnection on one of the NIC 

causes a loss of all communication channels, even the one(s) associated with the other 

NIC(s). The following configurations can be impacted: 

• Bi-medium networking configurations, 

• Redundant TCP networks with field devices, 

• Any similar network configuration where communication load is shared among 

2 or more NICs. 

This issue does not occur when the disconnection is at the network infrastructure level 

(switch) or the device side. Investigations will be started to fix this issue. 

Miscellaneous 

11.2.05000 

[Fixed] Potential memory leak in Networking with mixed PcVue versions 

(SPR #67867) 

Under some circumstances, while migrating a project, a memory leak occurs on a data 

acquisition server if it runs a version greater than or equal to 11.2.6086 and 

communicates with a client station running with version 12.0.15 or lower. The leak 

occurs at each restart of a client station, and its size is proportional to the number of 

variable subscriptions sent by the client station to the server station (250 bytes per 

subscription - typically a leak of 2.5 MB for 10 000 variables at each restart of a client 

station). 

[Edit: Fixed in 11.2.06094 - The leak is fixed whatever version 12 build is running on the 

client station] 

[Edit: Fixed in 12.0.16 - The leak is fixed whatever version 11.2 build is running on the 

serve station] 

Networking 

11.2.06094 

Also in: 12.0.16 
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[Fixed] Instruction BUFTOEXCEL - FileMode APPEND (SPR #68266) 

The online help about the instruction BUFTOEXCEL with FileMode APPEND is inaccurate. 

It indicates that the characters from the memory buffer are appended to the end of the 

sheet where it actually fills the cells starting on the first line of the Excel sheet if it exists. 

Starting with version 12, the FileMode APPEND behaves as expected by appending new 

lines at the end of the sheet (if it exists), and a new FileMode MERGE is available that 

behaves as the FileMode APPEND in version 11.2 by merging new lines over the existing 

cells in the sheet. 

[Fixed in 12.0.7] 

Scripting > SCADA Basic 

11.2.06097 
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